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At School 

Words cannot describe how    

happy we all were to see so many        

children returning to school this     

week. Our staff planned each of      

the two days per bubble with lots       

of outdoor activities and    

opportunities for the children to     

socialise. With our mixed    

bubbles, we have noticed some     

new friendships forming and    

children have told us that they      

like the outdoor space being     

divided up! With the hot     

weather, we had to quickly     

purchase some shade which    

everyone made the most of. With      

four extra bubbles this week, our      

rota-system was tested but we     

are pleased to report that it all       

worked well and we are able to       

maintain distancing between   

bubbles. I have missed the daily      

conversations with your children    

and enjoyed many on the subject      

of the lockdown but also climate      

change, Black Lives Matter and     

how ‘weird’ it is that schools are       

open but parks are not! 

Here are a few photos to give you        

a flavour of this week. 
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Reopening Update 

The current DfE plans for     

September are that we will be able       

to open for all children whilst      

maintaining the class bubbles.    

However it was also suggested that      

more than one class may be able to        

play together. We will await further      

guidance and give you a definitive      

answer as soon as we have one. 

Classes and 

teachers for 

September 

We are in the process of forming       

new classes for September. For     

obvious reasons, this process has     

been delayed somewhat by the     

necessity to respond to rapid     

changes during the pandemic. We     

will endeavour to let you and the       

children know soon, who their     

classmates will be and which     

teachers and support staff they will      

be with. We will also be facilitating       

some form of transition but will      

need to keep this within the      

confines of our infection control     

guidance. More details as soon as      

we have them.  

Free Online Safety 

Session for 

Parents 

Wednesday 1st July 8-9pm 

123ICT is pleased to be able to       

support our contract schools by     

offering a FREE virtual parents     

Online Safety workshop. This is     

open to all parents from all of our        

contract schools. 

Parents should sign up by     

completing our online registration    

form at: https://bit.ly/123ICTPOS   

or 

https://forms.gle/VcDTzzA2APYK5

QdW7 

 

 

Joining instructions will be sent     

directly to parents at the end of       

June via the email address they use       

for registration. 

The session will cover: The risks of       

using the internet. Tips and     

suggestions on how to reduce these      

risks to keep your children safe      

online. Signposting to further    

resources and information. Advice    

on how to get help if things go        

wrong. Tips for remote learning and      

remote video lessons. The chance to      

ask questions. 

Finally… 

I have designed a very short      

questionnaire to ask for your     

feedback about our approach to     

‘distance learning’. Like everyone    

else during the pandemic, schools     

had to put things in place very       

quickly for a situation with which      

they were totally unfamiliar. We are      

always interested to hear your     

feedback so we can assess how well       

we did. In addition, should there be       

a second wave, we would like to be        

as prepared as possible. 

You have been brilliant at sending      

us emails of encouragement, thanks     

and asking questions which really     

helped. If we could just ask for your        

responses here as well, we would be       

very grateful. 

The survey can be found by clicking       

here or on the image below. and       

should take no more than 2 minutes       

to complete. Thank you very much. 

 

We will be seeking your feedback on       

a more regular basis for specific      

areas over the course of each school       

year rather than in one annual      

survey so that we can respond and       

make changes on a much more      

regular basis. May I thank you for       

always being so open; you are a       

fundamental part of our learning     

community and the more we can      

work together, the better we can      

make St. Ebbe’s.  

Take care and have a lovely      

weekend. 

Tina Farr and the St. Ebbe’s      

Team 
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